LIFE SCIENCES UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMME
CORS INSTRUCTIONS FOR MODULE REGISTRATION – SEMESTER II, AY2018/19

Level 4000 – For Honours Year 4 Life Sciences Major

1) Ensure the official promotion to Honours SCI 4 status (stated in CORS account), or an Unofficial Honours Status has been granted by the Science Dean’s Office.

This involves the completion of the cohort-corresponding Life Sciences Major requirements at Level 1000, Level 2000 and Level 3000 (i.e. default five LSM32xx).

2) Please be aware of the rules for the Life Sciences Major Level 4000 Requirements:

   a. **If planning to complete LSM4199 Honours Project in Life Sciences**
      Complete the necessary administrative actions for securing LSM4199 Life Sciences Honours Project. Kindly write to Mr. Lim Miah Kyan for all matters related to LSM4199, at dbslmk@nus.edu.sg. Please allow time for the reply to be made. http://www.lifesciences.nus.edu.sg/modules/lsm4199/LSM4199_Registration_AY181952.pdf

   b. Bid for Level 4000 LSM42xx elective modules. Please take note of the Major and specialisation requirements specific to your cohorts at our website. http://www.lifesciences.nus.edu.sg/programmes.html#lspm

      Please refer to the following for updates to LSM modules:
      http://www.lifesciences.nus.edu.sg/modules.html#lsm

3) If you are on Unofficial Honours Status (granted by Science Dean’s Office), please write to us at dbsbox2@nus.edu.sg the LSM42xx elective modules you wish to bid for. This is for us to assign them to bid for at module type code 05. Kindly release these modules from your selection in CORS and indicate in your email appeal your Unofficial Honours Status when writing to us.

4) Bid for modules to fulfill the graduation requirements.

Life Sciences Course Requirements: http://www.lifesciences.nus.edu.sg/programmes.html
CORS: http://www.cors.nus.edu.sg/
Class and Examination Timetables for Semester 2, AY2018/19:
https://myaces.nus.edu.sg/cors/jsp/report/ModuleInfoListing.jsp

Please remember to check for module pre-requisites/preclusions.

For assistance on LSM modules, please write to Life Sciences Enquiry dbsbox2@nus.edu.sg.